AMERICHEM ANNOUNCES EXPANDED SOLUTION DYEING
CAPABILITIES THROUGH ACQUISITION
CUYAHOGA FALLS, Ohio (June 12, 2018) – Americhem Inc.
announced expanded solution dyeing capabilities through their acquisition of
Prescient Color Limited. Solution dyeing has always been in the Americhem
portfolio, but with this additional technology, capabilities, and skillset, Americhem
is able to provide an expanded expertise in this area.

Americhem Inc. is a leading provider of color and functional masterbatches for
solution dyeing of fibers with over 20 years of experience in providing custom
solutions. Adding another successful masterbatch manufacturer who specializes
in the solution dyeing of fibers was a natural fit for the Americhem brand. “Joining
the Prescient team with Americhem only elevates us both as a unified company
providing only the best to our customers. We promise Performance, Solutions,
and Trust; and that is what our customers receive,” commented Matthew
Hellstern, CEO, Americhem.

With combined decades of experience, Americhem and Prescient together
provide masterbatch solutions that add value to solution dyed fibers, both during
manufacturing and end use. By combining these two companies, Americhem and
Prescient will now offer an expanded solutions portfolio on a global level.
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About Americhem
Americhem is a globally recognized designer and manufacturer of custom color
masterbatch, functional additives, engineered compounds, and performance technologies.
Our business is built around delivering Performance, Solutions, and Trust through close
collaboration with customers seeking to optimize their polymer products. All of the
company's products are backed by complete technical support that ensures quality,
reliability, and value. Americhem operates 10 manufacturing plants and maintains sales
offices throughout the world. Central research and development facilities and
headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information, visit
Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
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